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Reception held for art teacher
See an exhibit of

Artwork by MCC's
George McDade

By Emmett Connor
A reception was held

December 1 in the library for
the opening of an exhibit of
paintings and sculptures by art
teacher George McDade. The
exhibit will be on display until
December 27.

Included in the display are
examples of his latest work: un-
titled pieces under a series
name of Forget Your Dreams and
They'll Remember You. These six
paintings consist of bold strokes
of color over fields of various
impressionistic backgrounds.
Interpretation is left to the
observer, just as it is in real
dreams. Untitled #5 and Unfitted
#8 share a certain similarity in

DECA elite
travel to PA
for seminar

By Gina Bari
The weekend of November

16 was not a typical weekend
for 8 members of the Delta Ep-
silon Chi Chapter, also known
on the MCC campus as DECA
IDistributive Educational Clubs
of America). Officers Daniel
Gramkee, president of the
chapter, Gina Bari, vice presi-
dent, Doreen Warfield,
secretary, Karen Cox, historian,
Kim Pusateri, New York State
Western Region vice president,
and members Lisa Laurer, De-
neen Lonobile, as well as ad-
visor Marilyn Simmons travel-
ed to Lancaster, Pennsylvania
for the Annual North Atlantic
Regional Development Seminar
(NARDS) Conference.

With Daniel Gramkee, North
Atlantic Region vice president,
presiding over the conference,
DECA members from the
North Atlantic Region in-
cluding Delaware, New Jersey,
New York, Massachusetts, Pen-
nsylvania, and Rhode Island
were also present. Those who
attended the conference
discovered that DECA is not on-
ly a business club but it is also
designed to help individuals
determine their future goals
and reach those goals. The
seminars included guest
speakers Pat Niemi, director of
admissions from Tobe-Coburn
in New York City, and William
Crisp, sales administrator of the
Kinney Shoe Corp. Members
also attended workshops to
help build confidence and
develop a career-oriented frame
of mind. The seminar was
helpful in motivating members
to finish their educations and
get into their careers.

composition and texture; the
dashes of color are set in the top
third of the paintings above a
field of pastel pinks, yellows,
and orange — flesh tones — and
there is a heavily textured
underpainting in both works as
well.

The abstract impressionism
of McDade's latest efforts is a
marked departure from his
earlier style, although a sense of
whimsy is evident throughout
the exhibited pieces. The earlier
paintings vary from the dark
and slightly onimous Night-
singer to the bright and
humorous Leon Trotsky and Jean
Harlow on the Patio of Leon's
Bodega and Toy Boutique, Vera
Cruz, Mexico, 1944. The latter
depicts an elderly couple sunn-
ing themselves on the patio, and
drew much comment during
the reception.

McDade included only two
sculptures, both assemblages in

the style of the "found art"
works by artists in the Dadaist
anti-art movement after World
War I and the Trashcan art
movement of the 1950s. Con-
ception has the look of the
African primitive style that so
influenced Picasso and the
Cubists. Once again, though,
McDade's sense of humor
comes through, as close inspec-
tion reveals the stylized head to
be a large, rusted bicycle seat
with the leather cover and pad-
ding removed. Rampartwatcher
is a more austere piece with less
detail, but it has the same
weathered wood body that
holds Conception together; it
resembles a spectre-like sen-
tinel on guard duty.

The two posters that are
presently up around campus
are from two ink brush works
in the show — Hero and The
Survivor. The latter has an in-
teresting background: McDade

met a Russian Jewish im-
migrant in New York City
whose wrist bore the tell-tale
tatoo numbers of an ex-
concentration camp prisoner.
The man remarked that "Yes,
the Nazis sent me to one of their
camps, but it did nothing for my
concentration!" McDade cap-
tures the man's spirit and at-
titude toward his captors by
having him sticking out his
tongue at the viewer. Irony is
caught in the contrast between
the grimness of the prisoner's
uniform and him making faces
at his persecutors.

McDade, like many artists,
has something of a fixation with
dreams. One of his more
representational pieces (though
hardly "realistic") is Holstein
Dream; it has the same abstract
aloofness of the Leon Trotsky
and Jean Harlow work, as well
as Portait from Memory.
However, Portrait resembles

Above is a piece by George McDade
titled "the Hero."

the two pieces used for the
posters in subject and composi-
tion. It says much about how
our memories fail us when time
has erased the fine details of a
person's face.

McDade's work, however,
will make a more lasting im-
pression on your memories.

The gallery is located on the
second floor of the library.

Outdoor Activities conquer Mt. Marcy
Thankgiving climb

gives hikers an early
shot of winter's icy grip

By Ellen Windsor
Fifteen members of the Out-

door Activities Unlimited Club
had a very rewarding
Thanksgiving this year. The
club has been to Mt. Marcy four
times over the years, but this is
only the second successful at-
tempt to reach the top of the
5344 foot Adirondack moun-
tain.

The group reached Mt. Mar-
cy's peak at approximately 1:34
Friday afternoon, November
23. In spite of the gusty fifty
mile an hour winds that almost
swept them off their feet, they
broke open a bottle of Asti Cin-
zano. According to group
leader, Rich Westerberg, they
popped "the highest cork in the
state."

Six o'clock Wednesday morn-
ing, November 21, marked the
beginning of the trip. It is a six
hour drive to the Adirondacks
just south of Lake Placid, N.Y.
They began the hike at Keene
Valley and continued to John's
Brook Lodge. There, they set up
camp for the night. Although
they occupied two lean-tos, it
was a tight fit. It is a little hard
to sleep in twelve degree
weather when accompanied by
a band of snoring beauties in
tight quarters. The average
temperature throughout the
trip was twenty-four degrees
and never above thirty.

On Thursday, the group
spent overnight at Slant
Rock, a glacial erratic, after hik-
ing four miles. The large rock

had been transported by the
movement of glaciers. Hiking
and camping continued
throughout the trip. At the tree
line of the mountain, the trees
were smaller and smaller in size
and gave the hikers a feeling of
growing larger.

At the peak, there was two
feet of snow and a cloudy view
to greet them. The approx-
imated visibility was one hun-
dred feet, as they were literally
in the clouds. John Herzog
described his feelings as being
"like a bunch of people from
National Geographic." In plain
honesty, Rich Westerberg
simply stated, "You had to be
there."

The group enjoyed the Asti
Cinzano and it was all down hill
from there. They returned
home Saturday morning.

Members of the Student American Dental Hygenine Association from MCC
are, (left to right in back) Rick Hall, Helen Stamas, Maureen Annis, (front left to
right) Elizabeth Edelson, Paula O'Green, and Linda Rosinski.

Photo Courtesey SADHA

Dental students attend session
By Paula O'Geen
President SADHA

Recently four members of the
Student American Dental
Hygiene Association attended
the Sixty-fourth Annual Session
of the Dental Hygienists'
Association of the State of New
York. The annual session took
place at the Westchester Mar-
riott Hotel in Tarrytown, N.Y.
in mid-October.

The Dental Hygiene students
attended workshops, reference
committee meetings, table
clinics and exhibits. The
keynote speaker of the general
session was Ms. Merna Popper,
the editor and publisher of
Women's News.

The weekend proved to be
educational and exciting. The
students were able to observe

how their association operates
on the State level.

Upon completion of the Den-
tal Hygiene program, the

graduates will be able to join
the Dental Hygienists' Associa-
tion on the State level.

Bob Borowski (left) leads the way down Mt. Marcy in Northern New York The
members had their heads in the clouds when they were on top, in real sense.

Photo by OAU
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Garcia back again
Acoustic show loses feel in large hall

By Jon Hockenbury
I guess you have to be a

"Deadhead" to enjoy solo
acoustic performances by
Grateful Dead member Jerry
Garcia and associate Robert
Hunter. Several thousand
members of a sell-out crowd
did. I didn't.

Garcia and Grateful Dead
lyricist Hunter appeared at the
Auditorium Theater Tuesday,
November 27. The show was
opened by Hunter who played a
set of his tunes, accompanying
himself on guitar and har-
monica. Garcia followed with
two sets of his material, accom-
panied by his guitar and an
upright bassist.

I kept thinking it would be
nice to see and hear perfor-
mances like these in a small
club rather than in the larger
Auditorium Theater. The in-
timate nature of solo acoustic
performances can get lost in a
big hall, as did my interest.

Robert Hunter is best known
as collaborator with Garcia on
some of the Dead's better
known tunes. As a performer
he left something to be desired,
however. His voice was nasal
with bad enunciation and his
accompaniments pedestrian at
best. Also, I missed hearing a
rhythm section badly. Part of
what I enjoy most about music
is hearing the interplay bet-
ween the rhythm, chordal, and
melody instruments. Some
good solos would have helped,
too. Instead, there was Hunter's
harmonica playing which is
almost as bad as that of Bob
Dylan.

Hunter used a flanger, which
is a device that creates a kind of
swirling effect, in an attempt to
add interest to the guitar sound.
Nothing helped, however, and
he sounded like your average
folkie.

Garcia's sound on guitar was
harsh, with a snapping effect
that sounded like he was play-
ing too hard. I didn't find his

very pleasant, either. And

the tone produced by the bass
player reminded me of so-
meone kicking a cardboard box.

In spite of all this, the music
came together briefly for me
during Garcia's version of
Dylan's A Simple Twist Of Fate.
Garcia's vocal was fine, and his
arrangement of the tune was

Con't on page 3

I COLUMN AS I SEE 'EM

Better late than never
By Emmett Connor

I'm always late. In fact, I was
born late. I was supposed to be a
Christmas baby. When that day
went by, the doctor predicted
New Year's Eve; he even had
my mother admitted into the
hospital. After quaffing a ginger
ale and listening to Guy Lom-
bardo, my mother figured "the
Hell with it," and went to sleep.
I was finally born January 22, a
ten-month term baby — a phrase
that strikes fear and loathing in-
to the hearts and abdomens of
pregnant women all over the
world. It wasn't my fault; I
overslept.

I've been running late ever
since. I've been late for school,
late for appointments, late for
work, and, most of all (and a
contributing factor to
everything else), late for the
bus. Recently I was late for two
rehearsals and the director told
me that was two too many. I
decided to get myself a digital
alarm watch. That would take
care of that, or so I thought.

It did make me a bit more
punctual, but there are other
pitfalls in going digital. When
people ask you for the time, you
no longer say, "Oh, about a
quarter after." Now you have
to be specific: "It's 3:13 and 39
seconds! 40 seconds! Wait a se-
cond, wait! 45
seconds...NOW!" The one who
asked is either gone or late for
whatever they were asking the
time for in the first place.

You've told them more than
they wanted to know.

You get to be obnoxious in
more ways than one (many
more). You start to time people
(truly annoying): "It took you 2
minutes and 37 seconds to do
that!" or, "You're 17 minutes
and 23 seconds late! Yesterday
you were only 8 minutes and 12
seconds late." People love that.
Eventually you can no longer
time your friends — you've run
out of them.

Most of these digital

timepieces have hourly signals
as well as the aggravating
alarm. It's really just a quiet,
clear little beep-beep.
However, it has the same fre-
quency as a small spot in the
base of some human spines; it
sets up a sympathetic vibration
that sets the listener's teeth on
edge and sparks thoughts of
homicide careening through his
or her brain. Try not to be near
these people when your watch
is going to sound, especially if
there are hammers or other
blunt instruments around.

Strangely, these things seem

to go off during lulls in conver-
sations or classroom lectures. I
forgot to turn mine off the other
night and it went off in the mid-
dle of a movie (yes, at a quiet
moment in the film).

I worked in a play where the
stage manager/assistant direc-
tor had one; he set it to go off
every ten or fifteen minutes to
move the director on to the next
segment of a scene. Some of the
actors voted to kill him, but the
director interceded. Instead of
murder, we hid the watch.

Digital watches make you a
maniac about time. You time
your dinner cooking on the
stove down to the second. If
something is supposed to boil
for ten minutes, that's exactly
how long it will boil. You set the
alarm for some TV show or
movie you want to catch. When
the hourly beep-beep comes
along you look at your watch,
even though it just told you
precisely what time it is.

I finally cracked and sought
professional help at the Bulova
Digital Withdrawal Clinic.
They help you keep your watch
and your sanity. After a few
hours of shock therapy and
negative reinforcement, I stop-
ped living on digital time. I
learned to say "about quarter
after" again. I still have the
watch, but I don't care.

I was going to tell you more
about the workshop, but I have
a class in 2 minutes and 14
seconds and...Uh, oh!

SPORTS
Lady Tribs B-ball drop opening

two games on the road

I
By Gail Hitti

On November 28 the
Women's Basketball team lost
their season opener against Erie
Community College, 88-44.
"We didn't know what to ex-
pect against Erie," stated
Tribune head coach Austin
Snead. ' 'The team was going in-
to unknown waters." The Lady
Tribunes did not anticipate the
height and size of the Erie
squad, not to mention their
speed. "All the (MCC) girls
hustled," commented Snead.

The Lady Tribunes dropped a
85-33 decision to Hilbert Jr. Col-

lege on November 29. Although
the score did not favor MCC,
they actually played well. "The
girls handled the ball better,"
said coach Snead. On the other
hand, the team was still

hampered by poor shooting.
"We knew both teams were

strong," commented Snead. He
feels that the MCC squad hustl-
ed and as the season progresses,
they will also progress. Also,
the Tribunes have been hurt
because they have only eight
players due to injuries and in-
eligibility.

Regularly
ONLY

Womens B-ball coach Austin Snead shows his emotion durir
a game

SAPB Music Committee Presents The

HEW
FLYEftft

Cafeteria
2:00pm-4:00pm
Wednesday, December 12

Beer $1.00 per glass
Proof Of Age Required [

Tickets

BEACH BOYS
December 15
7:00 pm

$16.75
$14.00
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Supergirl superf lop
By David Bennett

Look! It's a bird, it's a plane,
it's...it's...Superman's cousin?

Supergirl, in attempting to
capture the success of the
Superman films, Tails to earth
short of its predecessors' quali-
ty. Opening in the sterile city of
Argo, we find Kara (Helen
Slater) carelessly playing with
an omegahedron, the source of
Argo's power. The
omegahedron is soon lost to
outer space and Kara, guilt-
ridden, climbs into the magical
space "egg" to retrieve it. A
Supergirl is born.

The omegahedron finds its
way to earth, where it plops in-
to the hands — or cheesedip, ac-
tually — of Selena (Faye
Dunaway), a power crazed
sorceress. Unfortunately,
Dunaway plays Selena as such a
bumbling villainess that it's
hard to take her seriously. It's
not that Selena is weak — she's
actually quite deadly once she
learns to use the omegahedron
— but the viewer first sees her
as a mediocre student of the oc-
cult, a character seeking laughs,
not fear, and the result is little
of either. And Selena's
residence, a rather amateur
looking ghost house in a
Chicago amusement park, does
little to build suspense, which is
noticeably missing throughout
the film.

Director Jeannot Szware
[faws II] does do a commen-
dable job of integrating the
Supergirl and Superman tales,
using the same supersuit, an
"egg" much like the one Super-
man arrived in, the same Phan-
tom Zone bound discs found in
the earlier films, and a radio
report informing us that Super-

man's in another galaxy. One
detail was overlooked, though:
If Krypton was destroyed in the
first film, how can Superman
have any surviving relatives,
such as Kara? We're never told
that Argo City is the remains of
Krypton. Also, much to the
disappointment of the
nostalgic, as well as A.T.&T.,
Supergirl prefers restrooms and
construction pipes to phone
booths.

While some films aren't made
to win Oscars, Supergirl con-
tains more than its share of
comic book dialog and uncon-
vincing acting, especially by
Slater as the flighty Kara,
though she improves in the
roles of Supergirl and her alias,
Linda Lee, a student at Midvale
Prep School. The special effects
are generally good, as they
should be with today's state of
the art, but fall short during
Supergirl's scenic flights (with
grainy backgrounds) and with a
less than realistic vortex scene
in the Phantom Zone.

Supergirl is humorous at
times, but these times are too
few. The subtle humor that
marked the Superman films is
present, though, when Linda
needs a quick — real quick —
letter of recommendation, and
when Selena searches her dusty
volumes of black magic for help
against Supergirl.

In switching genders, Alex-
ander and Flya Salkind, who
also produced the Superman
films, made a less than super
film. But, with plenty of seats
likely to be empty, at least in-
terested moviegoers won't need
to rush faster than a speeding
bullet to secure tickets.

Garcia from page 2
tantalizingly creative. During
his solo he played choruses of
tasty ideas that were
characterized by the supple
bent string notes I had come to
enjoy in his electric work. But
he soon reverted to the harsh
tone he started with.

Garcia used dynamics
skillfully throughout his sets to
achieve maximum effect within
the duet format. Still, it wasn't

enough for me — I didn't care
for the format or the tunes.

Tireless touring musicians
that they are, Garcia and his
confederates should be back in
concert here before too long for
those of you who enjoy their
music. But while they put forth
a fine effort and almost always
please their faithful fans, I'm
still not sold. I know I won't be
there.

TV's Outta wack tracks laughs
By Emmett Connor

While many MCC students
spend their free time getting
wacked out on their favorite in-
toxicant, Jay Nigro in the Data
Processing program here
spends his extra time getting
Outta Wack — on the air. Outta
Wack is a local comedy show
that airs ' 'now and then'' on the
local cable access station,
Cablevision 5. On Monday,
December 17, at 9 PM, Cable 5
will show a compilation of ' 'the
best of" the group's first efforts.

Outta Wack was hatched in
the fertile minds of Syracuse
University graduates Jeff Bailey
and Michael Zarocyzski, who
attended John Marshall High
School with Nigro in the
mid-70s. They used to toss
around ideas back then, and
picked up the thread after they
returned to Rochester. They
learned about Cable 5 and con-
tacted the station managers.
Cast and crew attended training
sessions to operate the equip-
ment and know which cable
goes where. The rest is
history...to a degree.

OW owes some credit to
SVTV and Saturday Night Live,
but what new comedians don't
owe some credit to those two
satire programs that have
revolutionized the state of com-
edy on TV. Any media historian
could also add that SVTV and
SNL owe a lot to Your Show of

Shows and Cavalcade of Stars,
the Sid Caesar starrers back in
the 50s that launched the
careers of Mel Brooks, Carl
Reiner, Neil Simon, Larry
Gelbart (M*A*S*H on TV), and
Woody Allen, to name but a
few of the writers on those
shows. Bailey and Zarocyzski
are just the latest to follow that
same path.

Nigro presently serves as the
Assistant to the Producers, but
says that his duties often in-
clude floor managing and
cameraman detail. His first love
is writing, however, and he
looks forward to writing more
skits for the show. Writing has
been Jay's vocation for some
time; he joked about his collec-
tion of rejection slips from The
Reader's Digest. His efforts now
are focused on writing material
for some of the continuing
characters who inhabit the dus-
ty Texas town of Wack.

Some of the residents of
Wack have hijacked TV
cameras and have set up a
"pirate" TV station that broad-
casts their home-brewed
shows. Some characters include
the Reverend Murray Winslow,
a priest and former clown (he
never mastered the intricasies
of balloon animals); Ranger
Shishkabob, a kiddie-show host
with an alcohol problem; Uncle
Mike, the former host of the
kiddie show who now pilots the

midnight movies — and tries to
sell questionable oddities like
the Bowling Camporama for
children who want to become
pro bowlers someday; Big Roy,
the owner of the Big Roy Food
King Grocery Store; and Box
Car Willy's cousin, Side Car Bil-
ly, the Hobo Country Singer.

The OW producers are
presently conducting a talent
search; some of the cast
members have gone on to more
lucrative endeavors (2 paying
jobs), including the two (and on-
ly) women members. Some
new people have been added,
but finding people committed
to comedy (who haven't been
committed to the funny farm)
isn't easy. Nigro said that some
of these "new members will
show up on the January 28th
show."

Although their first efforts ap-
pear admittedly rough, Nigro
points out that the cast and
crew were feeling their way
through the maze of technical
equipment then, and they now
know a lot more than before,
learning something new every
time they shoot.

Outta Wack airs one Monday
each month, plus the following
Thursday (although this month
is up in the air because of the
holiday). After the 17th show,
future dates are January 28,
February 25, and March 25.
Stay tuned!

USED BOOK BUY:
Cash for Books

ON DECEMBER 17, 18, 19, and 20th from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
the Bookstore will be buying back your used textbooks and
paperbacks which are current editions.

They will be paying up to 50% of the MCC Bookstore retail
price for selected titles, provided the textbook is in good
condition. Other textbook prices will be determined by a
buying guide form the Arkansas Book Company.

For Exotic Christmas Giftsssssssss!

MOVIE MADNESS
Movie & Rock Memorabilia • Posters • Books • Stills • Buttons • Etc.

677 Monroe Avenue • Rochester NY 14607
(716)442-6630

• • % *

Cafeteria
l:00pm-4:00pm

| Monday, December 10
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MYTURN

Q92 and 98PXY to loud and obnoxious
By Bonita Dejonge

Have you ever noticed how
different radio is in the morning
than at night? Maybe because if
you have seen the sunrise, it
seems more noisier than at
three in the morning. Birds start
chirping, cars are suddenly
abundant on the road. The
world comes alive with sounds.

Radio seems to work the
same way; 6 a.m. morning
shows begin and the DJs (par-
ticularly Q92 and PXY) have
the loudest, most obnoxious
tone around. Talking/joking on
the air takes precedence over
the playing of music. Q92 has
two DJs who think they are
comedians, although in reality
their jokes border on stupidity
and distastefulness.

The radio industry must
think we want to be ridiculed
with the same news stories
every half hour. I think they
play about an average of five
songs per hour; it certainly
seems that way.

Radio and, unfortunately, the
new media MTV, inundate us
with top 40 (or is it top 20) fare.
The same songs and videos are
played to excess until one gets
so sick of hearing and seeing it
that one wouldn't want to buy
the record. Why must society
overkill everything?

If a police show works on
television, then all we see are
police shows. Sneakers with
flaps are the rage, somanufac-
turers overflood the market
with laceless sneakers. Is socie-
ty trying to mold people into the
same image. Must we all be the
same?

The advertisements for
WEZO radio are something to
be seen. A thirty year old man
says he has outgrown his brief
underwear, and is now wearing
only jockey shorts (his other
clothes as well). He has also
outgrown rock and roll. He
listens only to the easy listening
of WEZO. Come on now. Is
there really an age limit on the

kinds of clothing we wear or the
music we listen to? The com-
mercial makes it sound like
listening to rock and roll is
childish behavior. Why should
we put limitations on ourselves.
Who says at age 20 we can't
listen to Benny Goodman or
Sarah Vaughan, or at age 50, the
sounds of Pat Benatar or Van
Halen? We should all try to
keep an open mind to all types
of music.

One station in Rochester
thatis trying to keep an open
mind is WGMC from Greece,
N.Y. (90.1 on your FM dial).
During the week they play light
rock, jazz and reggae, among
other forms of music. On
Fridays and Saturdays between
7-11 p.m. and on Sundays bet-
ween 10-1 a.m. they play what
is called Progressive Alter-
natives for people with open
minds. It is music you definitely
will not hear on your average
top 20 dial. Groups like XTC,
Depeche Mode and other

It's parole time for NBC
By David Crowley

As we all know, November is
a "sweeps" month. All of the
TV networks put on their best
offerings, trying to attract
viewers. NBC, finally being
recognized as an honest-to-

goodness network, blew it on
November 18 and 19 by airing
Fatal Vision, the story of Dr. Jef-
frey MacDonald.

I won't take up your time
with what happened, since you
probably saw the movie. What I
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really want to talk about is the
irresponsibility of NBC in
showing the program. In the
days that preceded the showing
of Fatal Vision, it was hyped as
the show "Some people don't
want you to see." Of course,
Dr. MacDonald wouldn't want
anyone to see this show. At pre-
sent, he is trying to secure a
retrial in an attempt to have his
1979 murder conviction over-
turned. However, due to media
sensationalism, he now has a
snowball's chance in Guam of
getting a fair and impartial trial.

He was railroaded by the Ar-
my. He was railroaded by a
civilian court. Now he has been
retried in front of America. It's
not bad enough that his family
was murdered. He was con-
victed of a crime that I am con-
vinced he did not commit, and
lost his license to practice
medicine. Now his last chance
to clear his name has been dash-
ed on the rocks by a network
looking for ratings.

I have just one question for
the National Broadcasting Com-
pany. Gentlemen, you have
decided to air Fatal Vision while
Dr. Jeffrey MacDonald is trying
to secure a new trial. When will
you show it again? Will you do
it in 1991, when he is eligible
for parole? You have prejudiced
prospective jurors, will you try
to do the same to his parole
board?

'American and English artists
are featured. Call it new Wave
if you want to put a label on it.

At 11 p.m. on Fridays and
Saturdays heavy metal is
featured for those with hard
rock tastes. WITR and WRUR
(University of Rochester sta-
tion) are other listening alter-
natives, as well as WXXI for
those who like classical music.

WYLF (the music of your life)
features the big band sounds
and middle of the road music of
the 50s and 60s.

So, try to keep an open mind
to other musical fare than what
society wants you to hear.
There is more to life than the
top twenty. Give your support
to the little station, for without
them there would be no alter-
natives.

EDITORIAL

Attitude toward C.I.A.
must change ...

By Stephen Bird
By the recent outcry over C.I.A. actions in Nicaragua, it's ap-

parent that both public opinion and the C.I.A. itself need to
change. The controversial manual on guerrilla warfare, written by
the C.I.A. for Nicaraguan rebels, was blown dramatically out of
shape. This was because of the false sense of reality held by
Americans concerning world affairs.

The section of the manual causing the loudest dispute was the
part advising rebels to "neutralize" key government officials.
Although President Reagan did say that neutralize "simply meant
that you tell the fellow sitting in the office that he is no longer in of-
fice," it's obvious that neutralize meant kill. This play on words
was necessary because of the Executive Order (ironically issued by
Mr. Reagan) barring U.S. participation in assassinations. It is this
manipulation of language which is so ridiculous. Should the advice
given by the U.S. to kill the enemy really evoke such surprise and
outrage in us? Remember that this is war, regardless of terms like
"covert" which we constantly hide behind. Nicaraguans are kill-
ing and being killed and millions of U.S. dollars are publically sup-
porting them. There is nothing covert about any of this.

The C.I.A. is currently supervised by eight separate over-sight
committees with so many directors it's doubtful that a cub scout
meeting could be efficiently run, let alone the sole international in-
telligence gathering force of the U.S. There is no doubt that the
C.I.A. does need adequate supervision, but one qualified commit-
tee is sufficient. This committee must be able to clearly see the
realities of international affairs and then determine appropriate ac-
tion, considering both humanitarianism and the reality of terrorist
threats.

The present denouncement of the C.I.A. by over-sight commit-
tees, escalated by cheap journalism, is unrealistic because, unfor-
tunately, we live in the same world as terrorists. Until the C.I.A. is
efficiently supervised and the public in general chooses to take a
real-life view of the world's atrocities, no progress toward interna-
tional freedom will be made. Rather, only the squandering of
millions and wasting of human lives will continue. It's very easy to
jump on the humanitarian bandwagon and denounce the C.I.A.'s
every action, but without them and their sometimes less than ad-
mirable actions, freedom would be a dim memory.

Although the propositions in the guerrilla warfare manual seem
barbarian to sheltered U.S. citizens, they are necessary. This
necessity is because of terrorism — the greatest threat to our socie-
ty. Moscow, the leader in terrorist training, is currently supplying
Nicaragua with arms. It is from here that other communist terror
groups in Central America are supplied, thus endangering
democracy in the entire area. Until we as a nation accept what is
really happening in the world and understand the necessity of
C.I.A. actions, we will continue to lose the free world to fanatics
serving the Kremlin.
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